
 

The flashtool is an open source tool which allows you to create a "bridge" between your NAND and emuNAND. It creates a virtual SD card which you can either use as the SD card for your emuNAND, or put it on your 3DS/2DS's real SD card if that's what you are running for backups. The tool does not provide access to the retail eShop, but it does support all other features available (most
importantly including the Homebrew Launcher). Read more about this software here: https://github.com/iggychris/flashtool. When a new version of this software is released, it often breaks compatibility with previous versions. If you use a Sky3DS+ on a 3DS/2DS with a firmware below 11.3 or a Gateway on a 3DS, you can't update to the latest firmware. In that case, get the latest version of the
flashtool from https://github.com/iggychris/flashtool/releases and update your console's firmware to version 11.3 using these instructions: http://3ds.guide/updating-to-fw-11-3 . After performing an update, it's recommended to go through and deactivate the payloads (like the Superuser app and others) and make sure your userinfo is set to "hidden" (not exposed in the Home Menu) since all of that can
be converted into a separate pseudo-mode. That way, you should keep the system safe from nasty hacks that other users can perform on your console. An updated version of this tool is released every other week. The releases are not created by Nintendo and should not be used for piracy or for distributing pirated copies of games or applications. Rather, they should be considered as a way for users to
preserve their own software while allowing for updates and compatibility with future versions. It is important to note that the latest version of the flashtool released will not work on emuNAND 11.2. It currently only works on 10.1, 10.3 and 11.0. 

This tool requires you to have one or multiple SX OSes installed in order to use it with your 3DS/2DS for backing up your savegames and installing other .CIA files. Read this article for more information: https://smealum.github.io/3ds/#setup-guide . This tool is made by the same author of the flashtool, IgnoAngeL. The author of this tool also makes NTR CFW on the 3DS/2DS, so check out his
website for more details on that: http://3ds.sourceforge.net/ . 

This tool requires you to have one or multiple SX OSes installed in order to use it with your 3DS for backing up your savegames and installing other .CIA files. Read this article for more information: https://smealum.github.io/3ds/#guide-to-downgrade-to-earlier-version .
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